1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Todays the employing of biosensors for detecting a wide range of diseases in clinical experiments has been revealed for everyone. Biosensors mediated optical measurements have usually proven to be reliable, faster, compact, and user-friendly than those applying electrochemical and conventional optical bio-sensing systems \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. Sensitive bio-sensing technologies such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR), electrochemical biosensors and recently inverse opal photonic crystals (IOPCs) biosensors, have been employed as diagnostic devices for the detection of biomarkers \[[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]\]. Photonic crystals (PCs) are dielectric and nanostructured materials with optical sensing properties and wide range applications in the field of optoelectronics and photonics \[[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]\]. Presently, PCs biosensors have been used for the selectively and sensitively detection of various biological analytes, such as DNA, cells, pathogens, proteins, antibodies (Ab) allows enhancing sensing performance in terms of limit-of-detection (LOD) \[[@bib12],[@bib13]\].

In addition, the importance and relationship between the physicochemical properties and the structure of the materials such as size, shape, and type are more than ever known to the researchers. The special shape and size of nanomaterials was included nanospheres, nanofibers, nanorods, nanoporous and nanocrystals, which can enhance the performance of the nano-structural biosensors \[[@bib14]\]. PCs, which have unique physical and optical properties, for the first time was introduced by Yablonovitch in 1987 \[[@bib15]\]. They reported the high-dimensional periodic optical structures of PCs by the engineering photonic density of states to control the spontaneous emission of materials embedded in the PCs \[[@bib15]\]. The scientific history of IOs demonstrating was shown in [Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"} .Scheme 1Schematic of significant developments in the history of IOs \[[@bib9],[@bib15],[@bib16]\]. As shown, the first development of IOs was in 2000 \[[@bib17]\] IOs: Inverse opals.Scheme 1

PCs like liquid crystals, IOs and PCs fibers are now being widely implemented in bio-sensing works \[[@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]\]. PCs that affect the motion of photons are novel nanostructures of optical media with spatial modulation of the refractive index periodically \[[@bib21]\]. In natural or artificial PCs structures, the formation of the photonic bandgap (PBG) in the crystals is due to the periodic arrays of the refractive index \[[@bib22]\]. Based on PCs geometry, the periodicity of PCs can be repeated in one, two or three directions which indicate the different dielectric constants in PC structures \[[@bib23],[@bib24]\].

Until now, various reviews in the field of PCs bioassays and their application in bio-systems with focusing on the physical and optic behavior of PCs have been published \[[@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\]. However, it seems that IOPCs based biosensors need to be articulated much more comprehensively with some highlights and insights on the fabrication and detection of special biomarkers using IOs in clinical application \[[@bib27],[@bib28]\]. In this review, we provide a comprehensive overview and insights on the IOs bio-sensing mechanisms for the detection of biological components like viruses, protein, DNA, etc.

2. An overview to IO PC structures and fabrications {#sec2}
===================================================

To better understanding IO structures, it is important to first know about the concept of PC and opaline arrays. PCs defined as the highly ordered structures which have a variation in dielectric constant and the scale of visible light wavelengths (400--800 nm) periodically \[[@bib29]\]. The opaline films which are PCs materials usually were formed by polystyrene (PS), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and silica (SiO~2~) nano or microspheres on the glass substrate \[[@bib30]\]. The formed films using microspheres with a diameter between 100 and 500 nm are highly porous and have specific optical properties \[[@bib31]\].

The periodical arrays of the refractive index and the Bragg reflections on the lattice structure of PCs led to forbid light propagation within the interference of crystal and result in the formation of a PBG or stop band \[[@bib32]\]. The energy shift between the valence band maximum and the bottom of the conduction band is called the electronic gap or band gap \[[@bib33]\]. Similar to the electron flow in semiconductor structures, in PCs structures, photons move and the prohibiting of photons propagation in all directions and every state of polarization makes a complete or full PBG which is a unique characteristic of PCs \[[@bib33]\]. Also, a pseudogap in PCs implies an incomplete PBG in which, forbid photons and a range of wavelengths propagation in some directions, not all directions \[[@bib34]\]. A full PBG refers to organized structures with periodic lattice topology and morphology of various materials such as polymer microspheres used in IOs. The presence of the PBG and the ability of PCs to change the spectra position at specific frequencies introduced them as the most interesting and useful materials for sensing applications. Many methods have been developed for the fabrication of highly ordered three-dimensional (3D) PCs \[[@bib11],[@bib35],[@bib36]\]. The PBG corresponds to the reflection of light by a periodic arrays and there is no absorbing of light in the process. PCs structure includes three groups based on their geometry: one-dimensional PC (1DPC), two-dimensional PC (2DPC) and three-dimensional PC (3DPC). PCs sensors using the PBG effect exert the sensitivity of PCs dispersion bands to develop their refractive index with gases or fluids \[[@bib37]\]. Optical sensing can be detected in the simplest form by the monitoring of the PC reflectivity shift or transmission spectra \[[@bib38]\]. In a 1DPC, a refractive index distributes along one direction of a periodic array of PCs nanostructure. Moreover, it has newly been proven that this dimensionally porous material showed perfectly optical sensing properties \[[@bib39]\].

PCs include direct opal and IOs. The direct opals formed by self-assembly of colloid microspheres used as a template for IO with a cubic packing structure similar to natural opal \[[@bib22]\]. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents the overall imaging of natural opals and artificial PCs including opal and IO and also the schematic representation of 1D, 2D, and 3D PCs along with their SEM images was presented.Fig. 1Natural PCs: a) mine stone b) peacock feathers c) butterfly wing d) chameleon skin and artificial: e) PCs opal films f) IOs. Schematic representation of PCs structures g) 1D h) 2D i) 3D (the red and blue colors representing periodicity in 1D, 2D, and 3D PCs) with related SEM images. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib40]\]. Copyright 2008, International Society for Optics and Photonics. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib41]\]. (PCs: photonic crystals, IOs: inverse opals, 1D: One-dimensional, 2D: Two-dimensional, 3D: Three-dimensional, SEM: Scanning electron microscopy). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 1

Due to having 3D ordered nanostructure and optical features in IO based PCs, they can use in biosensor applications. Natural PCs are responsible for colorful displays in some opaline stone, butterfly wing, and peacock feathers and also some plants \[[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46]\]. IOs structures usually formed by 3D ordered microsphere materials using the infiltration of a synthetic opal with a filling material precursor-like TiO~2~, ZnO, SiO~2~ and polymers, and finally the elimination of the opal template \[[@bib22]\]. The use of a high refractive index material in the preparation of IOs leads to achieving a comprehensive PBG in spectral analysis. In preparation of IOPCs via the colloidal crystal template technique, generally, PS, PMMA or SiO~2~ microspheres are orderly arranged into opal PC templates \[[@bib47]\]. The PCs were prepared through gravity sedimentation or centrifugal sedimentation, self-assembly, evaporation, dip coating or electrophoresis methods \[[@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50]\]. Then various target materials or precursor is filled in the prepared opal PCs template using deposition or hydrolysis. Lastly, after removing colloidal crystal templates by calcination or etching, the IOs PCs were fabricated. The periodic structure of the IOs guaranteed that photonic gaps or pseudogaps in the transparency section of the filled target material. IOs based on main filling target materials including zinc oxide (ZnO), titanium dioxide (TiO2), SiO2, polymer hydrogel and carbon IOs.

The deposition of filling materials can be done by several procedures, such as sol-gel chemistry, electrodeposition, spray pyrolysis, e-beam evaporating, the atomic layer and chemical vapor depositions, sputtering and thermal evaporation \[[@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57]\].

For example, ZnO IOs films with several hundred IO domains were fabricated using a simple sol-gel technique \[[@bib58]\]. This method comprising infiltration of PS colloidal crystal templates with a saturated water-alcohol solution of zinc nitrate, drying, heating, and annealing at 300 °C for 12 h. Colloidal crystal films were fabricated by a vertical deposition method, performed in aqueous suspension of 450 nm PS microspheres, on glass substrates \[[@bib58]\]. Also, ZnO PC structures were fabricated by the ZnO sol-gel solution and a spin coating method \[[@bib59]\]. In this method, inverted ZnO PC structures were developed using self-assembling of 200 nm PS suspension onto the glass slides by horizontal assembly technique in spin coating process. Then the sol-gel ZnO solution containing zinc acetate, ethanolamine, and alcohol was deposited on the substrates at 60 °C within 90 min stirring. Finally, inverted ZnO photonic structures along with ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by removing the PS under a thermal treatment at 400 °C, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} a The obtained inverted ZnO PC structures have a hexagonal compact arrangement shapes. These structures have the PBG in the ultraviolet (UV) ranges and display an improved photoluminescence peaks \[[@bib59]\].Fig. 2Various methods for IOs synthesis. Fabrication of a) ZnO IOs using spin coating \[[@bib59]\] b) TiO~2~ IOs using sol/gel c) IOH photopolymerization. Copyright 2009, Elsevier. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib80]\]. Copyright 2010, Elsevier. Reproduced from Refs. \[[@bib78]\], IOs: Inverse opals, ZnO: Zinc oxide, TiO~2~: Titanium dioxide.Fig. 2

PCs based TiO~2~ IOs with possessing of the TiO~2~ material advantages including non-toxicity, stability, high refractive index, and the optical features of PCs like having the pore structures, PBG, slow light, and refraction effects, and also photonic localization have an extensive application in the photocatalysis, biosensor, solar cell, and PC fiber \[[@bib60], [@bib61], [@bib62]\]. The investigation of fabrication methods and the application of TiO~2~ IOs have been a research hotspot in the field of photonic materials. TiO~2~ IOs were usually prepared by the colloidal crystal template system. During the fabrication, PS nanospheres or microspheres or SiO~2~ via orderly sedimentation were arranged as a template for filling target materials into opal PCs. Several conventional approaches have been employed to the fabrication of the TiO~2~ microcavities structures including sol-gel method and etching techniques like an electrochemical deposition \[[@bib63]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b).

Silica based IOs structures for the first time has developed by Jiang et al., in 1999. They have reported a reliable method for the production of colloidal SiO~2~-based PCs which is regularly called "controlled-evaporation" or "vertical deposition" method \[[@bib64]\]. Using this particular approach, SiO~2~ atoms were deposited vertically on the template by evaporating the suspension of the solvent \[[@bib65]\]. 3D SiO~2~ IOs structures were fabricated from an aqueous colloidal suspension containing the PMMA microspheres and tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) sol solution via controlled evaporation self-assembly methods \[[@bib66]\]. The self-assembly methods as a bottom-up colloidal synthesis approaches compared with top-down methods have the simple processing steps and the prospect of the economically practical production 3D PC materials from simple colloidal particles \[[@bib67]\]. The preparation of high-quality IOs on the inner or outer surface of large space with good interconnectivity and shapes is difficult through usual methods \[[@bib68],[@bib69]\].

Carbon invers opals (CIOs) with porous 3D ordered structures, excellently diffracting light and absorbing hydrogen, provide examples of PBG PC materials. CIOs as a novel-structure carbon material has wide applications in optical and electrical fields, such as optics activator, storage battery, superconductivity nanostructures and other fields, such as absorption, separation, catalysis, and so on \[[@bib70], [@bib71], [@bib72]\]. Many researchers have prepared CIOs with different monomers as precursors. For example, Tabata et al. reported the preparation of macroporous CIOs using various diameters of SiO~2~ spheres as a template \[[@bib73]\]. After filtering the SiO~2~ spheres suspension on a nitrocellulose membrane, the membrane was condensed at a temperature above 1000 °C to improve the strength of the SiO~2~ template. Then a mixture of furfuryl alcohol and oxalic acid was transferred into the space between the SiO~2~ IOs for polymerization of alcohol and formation of resin in the interstice of the SiO~2~ templates. Finally, after the carbonization of resin in argon atmosphere and etching of the SiO~2~ particles, CIOs were prepared. The obtained CIOs were hard carbons, generally containing amorphous incompletely graphitized structures, and have good electronic conductivity \[[@bib73]\].

For preparation of invers opal hydrogel (IOH), recently, the interstitial space of voids in a self-assembled PCs template was filled by hydrogel monomers (polyacrylamide, poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate), acrylic acid) which can display distinct diffraction response with the changing of external stimulus, such as, pH, thermal, ionic strength, humidity or specific chemical functions \[[@bib74], [@bib75], [@bib76], [@bib77]\]. The elastic properties of flexible hydrogel polymers make them suitable materials for monitoring the voids volume and refractive index changes in the IOs structures. For example, humidity IOH sensors were developed by a polyacrylamide hydrogel structure which able to respond to any variations in surroundings humidity detected by shifting its optical reflection peak in the visible region \[[@bib77]\]. Developed IOH biosensors compared with usual IOs have a faster reaction speed and firmer mechanical strength which is related to mesoporous and flexible structure in IOH. IOH sensor for fast and visual detection of pH and specific chemical solutions was prepared by photo and radical polymerization of hydroxyethyl methacrylate monomers respectively ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) \[[@bib78],[@bib79]\].

3. Detection mechanism in IO biosensors {#sec3}
=======================================

IOs structures with periodic arrays due to having high and low dielectric zones are able to form photonic Bragg diffraction planes. This optical property produced by the photonic band led to use them in bio-sensing systems. The detection mechanism in IOs structures is related to the change in refractive index in the pores and voids of IOs films by binding of biomarkers on pore surfaces or flowing the liquids in IOs pores. This changes led to the blue/red shift in PBG position in reflected wavelength spectra and also color changes in IOs films \[[@bib28]\].

The porous structure of the IOs makes a big surface area for the detection of small molecules. The highly-ordered IO is anticipated to have good optical properties. The various pores size in IOs led to have different reflection or transmittance spectra in optical investigations. In [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} a, the reflection spectra of the TiO2 IOs with different pore size (188, 229, 279 and 320 nm) in water was shown \[[@bib81]\]. Their stop band wavelengths was observed at 475 nm, 524 nm, 604 nm and 757 nm which had red shift with increasing the pore size. Also, the high reflection peak intensity reveals the deep stop bands of the IOs films. In [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, the detection mechanism for protein based biomarkers like IgG was shown. As seen in this figure, the reflectance spectra of microcavity IOs film after the attachment of IgG, and also after the binding of goat anti-human IgG on the pore surfaces produced red shifts in peak \[[@bib82]\]. The reason of observed red shifts come from two issues. First, the protein solution will change the mean refractive index of the IOs structure surface. The second factor is related to the bind of protein on the IOs pore surfaces \[[@bib83]\]. Also, the shifts made by anti-IgG interaction with the immobilized IgG increased proportionally with increasing the anti-IgG concentrations.Fig. 3a) The reflection spectra of the TiO~2~ IOs with different pore size; Inset: SEM images of IO structures with 229 nm and 320 nm pore size (scale bar: 500 nm b) In situ reflectance spectra showing the immobilization of IgG, the blocking of BSA, and the binding of goat anti-human IgG on the pore surfaces.) Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced from Refs. \[[@bib81]\] Copyright 2008, Elsevier. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib82]\].Fig. 3

4. Sensing of biomarkers based on IOs {#sec4}
=====================================

Optical based biosensors have demonstrated additional valuable qualities compared to other sensing methods that rely on electrochemical, thermal or mechanical properties \[[@bib84]\].

Bio-sensing based on micro and nano-structured IO PCs which are very sensitive to refractive index changes is promising techniques in the formation of PBG and optoelectronics technology as well as in the field of optical biosensors \[[@bib85]\]. Diagnosis and detection of biomaterials in IO optical biosensors are based on the monitoring of PC voids reflectivity or transmission spectra which infiltrated or modified by numerous biomolecules and fluids. More advanced IO PCs biosensors for sensitive detection of various biomolecules such as gases, proteins, glucose have been recently developed and implemented to expand the limit of detection \[[@bib86],[@bib87]\]. 3D opal structures based PC are more attractive than 1D 2D PCs for the optical sensing applications. SiO~2~ or PS microspheres are commercially available and the multiple regions of photonic gaps in fabricated opal structures exist \[[@bib10],[@bib88]\]. The 3D structures have extensive capacities to increase the light-matter interactions and subsequently make stronger optical data. These diverse directions in the 3D IOs can make a favorable potency of integrating simultaneous optical detection at several wavelengths along with several directions \[[@bib89]\]. In IO biosensors, photonic gaps are twice-higher sensitive than direct opals to the changes of environment refractive index. IO based biosensors not only have high sensitivity but also provide the application of them in thermally and chemically harsh environments. A biosensor is an analytical device that consists of a biological element and a physio-chemical transducer \[[@bib3]\]. All biosensors have three main parts including, the biological recognition elements (like various target biomolecules, nucleic acids, enzymes, Abs, etc), a transducer which can transform the bio-response unit into a quantifiable signal (such as electrochemical, optical and piezoelectric transducers in electrochemical, SPR and QCM based biosensors), and finally a response processing system that exchanges the signal into a readable output \[[@bib90],[@bib91]\].

4.1. Glucose detection {#sec4.1}
----------------------

The sensing of blood glucose in clinical practice especially in the management of diabetes has been a valuable tool. The standard clinical amount for blood glucose is between 3.5 and 6.1 mM, but abnormal glucose levels can reach as high as 18 mM \[[@bib92]\]. Therefore, to maintain the usual blood glucose ranges, the development of point-of-care devices for the detection of glucose has been recommended. The glucose biosensor based on the oxidation of glucose via molecular oxygen was designed \[[@bib93]\]. Glucose oxidase (GOx) is a low cost catalyze enzyme that caused the oxidation of glucose. Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) in GOx works as the first electron acceptor and is reduced to FADH~2~. The produced hydrogen peroxide is oxidized by using a positive potential to the platinum anodic as a working electrode. The number of electron currents was monitored on the anode electrode which finally the obtained electrochemical transfer determine the glucose levels present in the blood \[[@bib94]\].

Numerous types of biosensors like SPR, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), electrochemical and optical biosensors have been developed for monitoring of glucose ranges in blood by GOx \[[@bib95], [@bib96], [@bib97], [@bib98]\]. In SPR optic based gluco-sensor, GO was immobilized on to the gold sensor surface and after injection of gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide glucose detection was provided by increase the refractive index and change the plasmonic condition of SPR curves \[[@bib99]\]. The sensitivity of glucose biosensors are limited by the amount of the immobilized GOx enzyme on the sensor surface \[[@bib100]\]. So the increase of loaded enzyme on the sensor surface led to improve in its sensitivity. For this purpose, with immobilizing GOx onto the selenium nanoparticle-mesoporous silica structures, an electrochemical enzymatic biosensor was developed for sensitive detection of glucose \[[@bib95]\].

In IOs based biosensors, using nano structures of ZnO IOs, Xueqiu et al. reported the enzymatic glucose biosensors that have wide liner ranges due to decreased glucose diffusivity via the unique geometry of IOs \[[@bib101]\]. Although different types of ZnO nanostructures such as nanoparticles, nanonails, nanocombs, nanorods, etc have been used for enzymatic glucose detection, but they have small liner ranges from 0.01 to 13.15 mM. In the developed ZnO IO biosensor, the linear detection range for glucose (between 0.01 and 18 mM) is 2.5 times larger than that of other described ZnO sensors \[[@bib101]\]. These mechanical robust structures of IOs offer a proper microenvironment for enzyme attachment with durable stability. Also, the surface region of the ZnO IO is 25 times greater than that of in flat gold electrode ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} a). ZnO IO biosensor was synthesized by the sol-gel method for photoelectrochemical glucose detection using the acrylate as a template with a sensitivity of 52.4 μA/mMcm^2^ \[[@bib6]\]. In this study the enzymatic photoelectrochemical glucose biosensor was fabricated using modified ZnO IO structures with Nafion and GOx on the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) electrode surface as seen in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 4Schematic images of glucose biosensors based IO: a) A schematic illustration and SEM image of the enzymatic ZnO IOs electrode b) schematic illustration and SEM image of ZnO IOPCs modified FTO electrode c) a schematic diagram and SEM image of IOs conducting hydrogel films d) A schematic illustration and SEM image of TiIOs film. Scale bar represented by 200 nm. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib101]\]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier. Reproduced from Refs. \[[@bib6]\]. Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib102]\]. Copyright 2008, John Wiley and Sons. Reproduced from Refs. \[[@bib107]\]. IO: inverse opal, SEM: scanning electron microscopy, ZnO: zinc oxide, IOPCs: Inverse opal photonic crystals, FTO: fluorine-doped tin oxide.Fig. 4

A dual response reporter (optical and electrochemical signals) glucose biosensor based on IO conducting hydrogel films was described by Jin et al. \[[@bib102]\]. [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c illustrates the crystalline IO arrays were fabricated by SiO~2~ suspension as a template for polyacrylamide (PAA) hydrogel film. The thiophene conductive polymer was polymerized chemically within the IO hydrogel film. After covalent attachment of GOX on the IO backbone, the microenvironment of the hydrogel was changed through the ions produced by the catalytic activity of glucose, the optical response was produced and monitored by the blue shift of the reflection peak. To sense amperometric signals, the IOH films acted as a flexible electrochemical electrode to record current change. The optical and electrical results exhibited a reliable linear response for glucose detection (1--12 mM) and independent dual functions from developed IO conducting hydrogel film biosensor \[[@bib102]\].

Titanium materials due to having optical features, pretty good electrical conductivity, and biocompatibility are extensively used in the fabrication of electrochemical and optical biosensors for the attachment of Abs or enzymes on the surface of sensors \[[@bib103]\]. TiO~2~ materials with different structural shapes and forms such as nanosheet, nanoparticles (NPs), nanofibers and recently 3D macroporous structures have found widespread applications in solar cells, photocatalysis, and lithium batteries \[[@bib104], [@bib105], [@bib106]\]. Cao et al. have reported the enzymatic glucose biosensor based on 3D macroporous TiO~2~ IO for the first time in 2008 \[[@bib107]\]. They developed a face-centered cubic array of TiO~2~ IO using sol-gel procedure and vertical deposition of PS colloidal crystals as opal templates. After modification of the ITO electrode surface with TiO~2~ IO, GOX was immobilized on the surface of the sensor and the electrochemical of developed IO biosensor was characterized \[[@bib107]\]. The results showed that the GOX/TiO~2~ IO sensors compared with GO/TiO~2~ electrodes have well-defined redox peaks and better sensitivity to the glucose concentration which is related to the great effective surface of the 3D ordered macroporous structure in designated TiO~2~ IO ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d).

The application of IOH as a colorimetric biosensor has been considered for the detection of biomolecules. In this regard, a unique and facile glucose detection method based on the IO polymer hydrogels was developed \[[@bib108]\]. The vertical deposition method of SiO~2~ microspheres was carried out for preparation of IOH structures, the opal template was formed and then the mixture of acrylamidophenylboronic acid as a monomer, ethylene glycol dimethyl acrylate as cross-linking agent and azobis as a radical initiator was filled over the SiO~2~ PC template. Finally, the polymerization was performed under UV irradiation \[[@bib108]\]. The IOH structure was detected sugars with 1,2-cis-diol function and it is useful for naked-eye diagnosis of diabetes. Lee et al. employed the reversible swelling IOH film as a glucose-testing marker by photopolymerization of hydroxyethel methacrylate and phenylboronic acid \[[@bib109]\]. The result shows that maximum diffraction response is related to the 6.25% phenylboronic acid hydrogel at 100 mM glucose which indicated IOH favorably swelled in the substrate usual direction. A reversible synthetic colorimetric glucose biosensor was developed using the IO polymer membrane confined with glucose-responsive hydrogel particles which that show specific color in 3D ordered arrays at visible light \[[@bib110]\].

IOH based biosensors due to having unique polymer matrix in its structures are able to inhibit nonspecific binding during detection step. In addition, the polymer backbone by definite recognition units interact specifically with the related analyte molecules which led to an increase in sensitivity of IOH biosensors. Also, using biocompatible polymer materials of IOH, the analyte bioassays can be done under physiological conditions.

4.2. Protein detection {#sec4.2}
----------------------

IO label-free materials are attractive and suitable sensing systems for the detection of proteins due to potency in portable POCT devices and color metric for visual biosensor applications. Based on the intuitive structural color of IOs, they could be used for the diagnosis of biological molecules without the need of sophisticated analysis instruments \[[@bib111],[@bib112]\].

A novel biosensor designed based on a combination of MIP and IO structures for selective detection of human serum albumin (HSA) \[[@bib113]\]. For the preparation of MIP-IO structures, after the formation of SiO~2~ microspheres PC, the bithiophene modified HSA was attached on the surface of SiO~2~ using triethoxysilane linkers. Then, the potentiostatic polymerization of bithiophene led to the deposition of MIP film on the interspace of PC particles and after removing the SiO~2~ microspheres and HSA, the polymeric IO structures were formed. The high affinity and selectivity of the developed biosensor are related to the exclusively HSA molecular cavities formed on the inner side of the hole wall. The femtomolar determination of HSA indicated the highly sensitive biosensor for the detection of HSA was developed using MIP due to its high specify and specific surface area ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} a) \[[@bib113]\]. IOH based biosensor also was used for multiplexed protein study including capture Abs and a mixture of three heme proteins (Mb, Cyt C, and Hb) \[[@bib114]\]. In this work, after the fabrication of IOH-beads, Abs were attached on IO structures by glutaraldehyde linker and then incubated with different concentrations of three heme proteins ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). Finally, the obtained protein-IOH was soaked in plasmonic Ag nanoparticles (Ag NPs) to intensify Raman signals from plasmonic staining. By the combination of the plasmonic materials like Ag NPs and PC materials, surface enhanced raman spectroscopy (SERS) analysis was provided for multiplex protein detection \[[@bib114]\].Fig. 5a) Schematic diagram of IOs imprinting method for has detection b) illustration of photonic-plasmonic IOPHB for multiplexed analysis of proteins c) preparation processes of the ZnO IO immunosensor. Copyright 2017, Elsevier. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib113]\]. Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib27]\]. Copyright 2015, Elsevier. Reproduced from Refs. \[[@bib115]\]. HSA: Human serum albumin, IOs: Inverse opals, QDs: quantum dots.Fig. 5

3D ordered macroporous TiO~2~ IO have been used as label-free immunosensor for the detection of human IgG \[[@bib82]\]. For the generation of microcavities structures, IO PMMA microspheres were self-assembled on a glass substrate. TiO~2~ was infiltrated in interstitial space of the PMMA spheres as a target material and after removing the organic template by etching, IO structures were formed. The fabricated TiO~2~ IO probes were used as a biosensor for reflectometry interference spectroscopy during the biomolecule detection. The antihuman IgG was immobilized directly on the void surface of IO by physical adsorption. This TiO~2~ IO biosensor showed a sensitivity of 1 μg/mL (1.5 pg/mm^2^) for IgG protein by monitoring the reflected signals and the shift of the diffraction peaks.

Xu et al. have designed a photoelectrochemical biosensor based on ZnO IOs for the detection of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) a liver cancer biomarker with LOD of 0.01 ng/mL \[[@bib87]\]. In this work, ZnO IOs and quantum dots (QDs) were applied on the photoelectrochemical electrode surface. As seen in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c, the Abs were immobilized on chitosan/fluorine-TiO~2~/ZnO--IOs electrode surface and the composite of AFP-QDs-GOX were used as a tracer to enhance the sensitivity of immunosensor \[[@bib87]\]. In the other work, they developed IO biosensor for detection of AFP using IOs--Ag~2~S NPs \[[@bib116]\]. The ZnO IO/Ag~2~S composite led to the development of light absorption to long wavelengths. AFP was detected with LOD of 8 pg/mL which was almost 1.5 times better than the previous method. This result is related to effective matching of energy levels among the transmission bands of Ag~2~S and ZnO IO which led to better photo-generated electrons conduction in ZnO IO/Ag~2~S structures \[[@bib116]\].

In addition to TiO~2~ based IOs, IOH nonporous structures can be used for label-free and selective detection of the IgG Ab \[[@bib117]\]. For the fabrication of IOH structures, PC film was formed by the dispersion droplet method of SiO2 microspheres \[[@bib68]\]. Then the prepared PC films were immersed in a mixture of poly (ethylene glycol)-diacrylate and photoinitiator solution. After photo curable, a polyethylene terephthalate film was covered on the film. Finally, IOH arrays were shaped after exposition UV and wet etching of SiO~2~ NPs ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} a) \[[@bib117]\]. The color of fabricated IOH changed from green to orange with increasing the IgG concentration which can be detected by the naked eye and 50 nm band gap shift in absorbance spectra.Fig. 6a) Protein A immobilization and IgG binding to IOH structures,b) formation of enzyme-based IOs and related SEM images of IOs arrays. Copyright 2013, Elsevier. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib111]\]. Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib124]\]. IOs: Inverse opals, IOPHB: Inverse opal photonic crystal hydrogel beads, IgG: Immunoglobulin G, IOH: Inverse opal hydrogel, SEM: scanning electron microscopy.Fig. 6

Enzymatic biocatalysts have the main role in accelerating ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ) chemical reactions in biological systems was also designated by IOs structures \[[@bib118]\]. The immobilization of enzymes on the surfaces of specific carriers such as porous structures, ordered IOs arrays or pickering emulsion led to an increase in recovery and achieve a more activity, efficiency, and stability of the enzymes \[[@bib119], [@bib120], [@bib121]\]. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b shows a facile and promising approach for the fabrication of enzyme-based 3D IOs biocatalysts using the PC templating method. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-and amylase-based IOs were prepared using a filling of enzyme and bovine serum albumin (BSA) molecules into the voids of the PC template \[[@bib122]\]. Free amino groups of BSA can increase the cross-linking efficiency, and thus facilitate in obtaining the enzyme-based IOs with high catalytic performance \[[@bib123]\].Table.1Examples of some biological molecules (glucose, protein, virus and DNA) detection using IO based biosensors.Table.1\
Bio-sensing methodIO materialA pore sizeDetected targetLODGeneral advantagesRef.EnzymaticZnO and NW300 nmGlucose0.01--18 mMExtended linear detection ranges and long-term stability\[[@bib101]\]EnzymaticTiO~2~300 nmGlucose151 μA cm-2 mM-1Well-defined redox peaks\[[@bib107]\]ColorimetricHydrogel220 nmGlucoseNot mentionedNovel naked-eye detection of diabetes with multiple reuse\[[@bib112]\]Enzymatic & Photo-electrochemicalZnO300 nmGlucose52.4 mA/mM cm^2^Improvement the sensor performance\[[@bib6]\]ImmunosensorTiO~2~275 nmIgG1 μg/mLLarge internal surface area, low fluorescence background\[[@bib82]\]ChemosensorsMIP film- SiO~2~ NPs500-nmHSA15- 150 fMDeveloping the EG-FET transducer\[[@bib113]\]Immunosensor & photoelectrochemicalZnO &\
Ag~2~S NPs250 nmAFP8 pg/mLMatching of energy levels between the conduction bands of Ag~2~S and ZnO IO\[[@bib87]\]ImmunosensorSiO~2~ IO263.6 *±* 12.9 nm*Influenza A H1N1* virus10^3^ to 10^5^ PFUSensitively and selectively detection of H1N1 subtype\[[@bib127]\]ImmunosensorHydrogel350 nm*Rotavirus*6.35\
μgl/mlHaving more sensitivity for *Rotavirus* compare to ELISA\[[@bib128]\]Apta sensorSiO~2~370 nmDNANot mentionedDeveloping a reliable method for DNA-aptamer immobilization\[[@bib129]\]DNA sensorTiO~2~-GNPs200 nmDNA10 pMLabel-free DNA detection of SARS and HIV\[[@bib130]\]DNA sensorHydrogel- QDs260 nmDNA1 nMDeveloping multiplexing label-free DNA detection\[[@bib131]\]DNA sensorSiO~2~ and Ag nano sheet460 nmDNA5 nMReporting a facile strategy to preparation SERS-active substrate\[[@bib132]\][^1]

Wang et al. employed MNPs-tagged IOH as an enzymatic biocatalyst \[[@bib125]\]. Due to having the huge surface regions in micro-pores of IOs the enzymes attachment and the efficiency of biocatalysts can be upgraded \[[@bib126]\]. In this study, the fabrication process of IOH modified enzyme consist of several steps including 1) preparation of pregel solution (a mixture of the acrylamide, methylpropiophenone, and MNPs in water), 2) immersing of SiO~2~ PC template in pregel, 3) polymerization by UV and removing the PC template by NaOH solution, and 4) activating the carboxylic groups and enzyme attachment by amine coupling method \[[@bib125]\].

Using IOs immunsensor arrays for protein detections, a simple and eﬀective method has been developed with high sensitivity, specificity, good regenerability, and durable stability. IOs structures using a wide internal surface of pores are able to physically bind of proteins on the nano-cavities surfaces \[[@bib133]\]. Also, due to having the notable optical properties in IOs, the reflectance optical response and diffraction peak shift can be realized by the absorbing and increasing of proteins on the IOs pore surfaces \[[@bib134]\]. So, developed IO immunosensors can be expanded for diagnosis of other biomarkers or pathogens with introducing a new route for label-free bio-sensing detection.

4.3. Virus detection {#sec4.3}
--------------------

To protect the human body from viral infections, early detection of the virus using non-invasive, high sensitive and novel bio-sensing systems are extremely effective for maintaining human health. In this regard, optical detection based on PC biosensors for real-time observing of virus contamination may be useful than time-consuming pathogen-specific molecular detection approaches like polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) \[[@bib135]\]. Rapid and sensitive viral PC sensing methods that do not require labeling and multiple chemical modification processes have been applied to detect the intact virus particles in real test samples \[[@bib136]\]. Endo T and colleagues in 2010 developed a reflectometric 2D PC biosensor for detection of influenza virus with LOD of 1 ng/mL in human saliva by immobilizing of Ab on the periodic structures of PC surface \[[@bib137]\]. The developed PC biosensor was fabricated by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) which defined as a method for the production of nanometer-scale 2D arrays with high reproducibility \[[@bib138],[@bib139]\].

Influenza A virus (*H1N1*) which defined as a cause of acute infectious disease and a serious public health hazard, was sensitively and selectively monitored using developed SiO~2~ IO \[[@bib127]\]. In this study, nanostructures of SiO~2~-based IOs were fabricated by vertical immersion of silicon substrate in the colloidal PS and a tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) suspension \[[@bib140]\]. After Ab immobilization on the SiO~2~ surface, the *H1N1* virus was detected by the redshift reflectance spectra without complex labeling processes. Developed 3D SiO~2~ IO with possessing the bulky surface of the cavities and well organized optical properties, exhibited high sensitivity in the range of 10^3^--10^5^ plaque forming unit (PFU) and high specificity to the H1N1 virus \[[@bib127]\].

In other work, a direct label-free biosensor was developed based on 3D PC hydrogel IOs for the detection of *Rotavirus* \[[@bib128]\]. Developed IOs biosensor has the potential to apply in the POCT due to having simple, cost-effective fabrication and high sensitivity for intact virus detection. For fabrication of IOHs, colloidal SiO~2~ nanospheres (350 nm) used as a template and then ethylene glycol diacrylate and polyethylene terephthalate films were applied for making hydrogel backbone. After UV exposing, wet and O~2~ plasma etching the SiO2 template, the IOs structures were obtained for virus impregnation \[[@bib111],[@bib128]\]. Anti-Rotavirus IgG was immobilized on the surface of hydrogel (ethylene glycol diacrylate) through the chemical binding. An optical spectrum analyzer was used for sensing virus attachment on the modified surface using shifting in peak wavelength value. This IOs biosensor can monitor the target with a virus sample from 6.35 μg/mL to 1.27 mg/mL without the pretreatment process.

A label-free biosensor based on PC structures was designated for the detection of viable *Rotaviruses* \[[@bib136]\]. The PC surface was fabricated on the bottom surface of each well in plastic microplates which comprised a 1D periodic structure of a low refractive index polymer with a high refractive index of TiO~2~ film. The combination of the PC biosensor onto 96 or 384 microplate wells permits for parallel quantification of various screening of viruses contaminants in water samples without the use of further label reagents \[[@bib136],[@bib141]\].

4.4. DNA detection {#sec4.4}
------------------

Today, PC based biosensors with periodical structures have been introduced for the detection of DNA sequences due to having optical features like PBG \[[@bib81],[@bib142]\]. The unique properties of PCs biosensors make them as a novel method to intensifying responses to develop highly sensitive photonic biosensors. For example, an effective detection method was presented using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and PC optical signal for DNA hybridization detection \[[@bib1]\]. The polymer microspheres including PS, polymethyl methacrylate, and polyacrylic acid were used for the self-assembling of PCs structures ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} a). This developed DNA biosensor by fluorescein-labeled DNA molecules and ethidium bromide was able to detect the single-mismatch probes with a sensitivity of 13.5 fM \[[@bib1]\]. Also, PCs structures were used for the detection of Alzheimer\'s disease by monitoring a DNA oligonucleotide sequence in the apolipoprotein E4 gene \[[@bib142]\]. 2D-PCs biosensor was fabricated by a printable photonics method and coating localized-surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) gold layer on 2D-PC surfaces. DNA oligonucleotide probe was detected not only using decreasing in reflectance of PCs structures but also monitored by decreasing in LSPR responses on Au-coated PCs surfaces ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 7a) DNA sequence detection based on a FRET mechanism and effect of the PC on FRET; b) Schematic illustration of the Au IO used for label-free detection of DNA. The detection system is composed of a TiO~2~ IO, GNPs and labeled molecular beacons and related SEM image for TiO~2~ IOs and after GNPs sputtering on the TiO~2~ IOs surface. Copyright 2008, John Wiley and Sons. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib143]\]. Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib81]\].Fig. 7

Chiappini and colleagues designed and fabricated DNA aptasensor using single-stranded DNA sequences and the SiO~2~ IOs \[[@bib129]\]. The immobilization of DNA molecules to Cy3 fluorophore was done on the IOs surfaces after the functionalization of the SiO~2~ hollow spheres via trimethoxysilane epoxy-chemistry. The formation of a covalent bond between the amino-modified DNA-aptamer and epoxy IOs surface makes a reliable and effective approach for coating the entire thickness of IO networks using DNA-dye labeled fluorescence systems \[[@bib129]\].

In 2010, a low-cost, simple and label-free of suspension biosensor arrays for detecting DNA variations and genetic probes were provided by quantum dot (QD) and IO hydrogels \[[@bib131]\]. The related signals for quantitatively monitoring of DNA hybridization in microcarrier hydrogel arrays were detected by the blue shift in the Bragg diffraction peak location with LOD of 1 nM. For the preparation of hydrogel photonic beads, the SiO~2~ colloidal microspheres with a diameter of 260 nm were used as a template and then immersed in the hydrogel solution, which composed of acrylamide, acryloyl-modified ssDNA and photoinitiator ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} a). Finally, the DNA-responsive hydrogel photonic beads immersed in QDs solution for incorporation \[[@bib131]\].Fig. 8a) Schematic diagram of the DNA detection by hydrogel-IOs, DNA-responsive hydrogel IOs (bright-field microscopic images) and the optical response of the DNA-responsive hydrogel photonic beads incubated in their corresponding target DNA with different concentrations; b) GNPs-assembled SiO~2~ IOs film and 2D AgNS-coated IOs. The SERS spectra of the 2D AgNS-coated IOs treated with different concentrations of ssDNA solutions. Copyright 2010, John Wiley and Sons. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib131]\]. Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib149]\]. EB: Ethidium bromide, FRET: Fluorescence resonance energy transfer, Fl: fluorescein, PC: Photonic crystal, DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid, IO: Inverse opal, MBs: Molecular beacons, TiO~2~: Titanium oxide, SEM: Scanning electron microscopy, GNPs: Gold nanoparticles, AgNS: Silver nanosheet, SERS: Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, ssDNA: single strand DNA. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 8

In addition to the application of QDs nanostructures in the construction of IOs, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were used too in 3D-IOs structures for highly-sensitive DNA sequences detection in severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) with LOD of 10 pM \[[@bib130]\]. The use of PCs and plasmonic materials together in DNA biosensor structures made a remarkable and effective light harvesting. PCs structures in IOs were able to intensify the LSPR of GNPs when the wavelength of bandgap in PCs is near the LSPR absorption of the GNPs \[[@bib130]\]. The TiO~2~-- Au IOs were fabricated by removing a microsphere opal template and sputtering of GNPs onto the IOs surfaces \[[@bib145]\]. Also, a new kind of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) substrates composed of 2D silver nanosheets and SiO~2~ IOs was used for ultra-sensitive detection of rhodamine 6G and DNA sequence with LOD of 10 fM and 5 nM respectively \[[@bib146]\]. After the preparation of SiO~2~ IOs on the PS microsphere template, it was immersed in GNPs suspension for immobilization of GNPs on IOs surface ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}b). Then the gold surface was coated by silver nanosheets through the soaking films in the AgNO~3~ solution. Having a high Raman enhancement feature in the d 2D silver nanosheet-IOs compare with silver membranes or uniform silver nanoparticle-coated substrates can be utilized as a SERS-active film for ultra-sensitive detection systems of bimolecular \[[@bib132],[@bib147],[@bib148]\]. With a reducing DNA concentration, the intensity of Raman peak related to adenine (in 732 cm-^1^) slowly reduces indicating the resultant IOs based DNA biosensor is suitable for label-free detection.

Using IOs structures, the simple and effective platforms to sense the DNA hybridization was introduced in the clinical detection of biomolecules, food adulteration, environmental analysis, and so on \[[@bib4],[@bib150],[@bib151]\]. For detection of the low abundance of DNA, several conventional techniques have been made like Northern Blotting, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and microarrays which involved amplification steps with labeled enzymes, fluorophore probe or tagged-nanoparticle \[[@bib152]\]. These techniques are intrinsically complex, time-consuming and require multiple layers of interacting components with high specificity \[[@bib153]\]. Therefore, for the genetic and pathogenic infection diagnosis, it is needed to design the facile, powerful, highly sensitive and label-free DNA detection methods.

Biosensors based on the IO chips for DNA detection have some advantages compared with traditional methods including small sample volume needed, label-free detection, availability of sensors, rapid detection, reusable sensor chips and portability which provided them for use in POCT device. Also, IOs based biosensors for DNA detection have more potential in early discovery of cancer disease. For example low amount of miRNA detection was provided by periodic PC structures in cancer cells \[[@bib154]\].

4.5. Other bio-molecules detection {#sec4.5}
----------------------------------

The POCT bio-sensing devices based IO materials are capable of measuring disease-related factors like bacteria toxin, cholesterol, creatinine, etc. in blood or urine with the minimal extent of sample and reagent ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ) \[[@bib87],[@bib155]\]. A sensitive multiple bacteria biosensor for *Escherichia coli* and *Staphylococcus aureus* detection using magnetic-IOH based biosensors was introduced by Xu et al. with LOD of 100 CFU/mL \[[@bib156]\]. IOH structures were made by filling of poly (ethyleneglycol) diacrylate and acrylic acid pregel solution into the voids of SiO2 PC beads. After the polymerizing of pregel by UV light and removing the SiO~2~ PC template with hydrofluoric acid, the IOH beads were saturated in MNPs. As seen in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} a the surface of magnetic-IOH beads was coated by specific aptamer probes and the attached bacteria on the IOH surface was separated magnetically after several hours incubation in infected blood \[[@bib156]\].Table.2Examples of some biological elements detection using IO based biosensors.Table.2\
Bio-sensing methodIO materialA pore sizeDetected targetLODGeneral advantages of developed IORef.PhotoelectrochemicalTiO~2~300 nmH~2~O~2~70.04 A/mMExcellent photoelectrical property and the large effective surface\[[@bib80]\]NonenzymaticCIORs222 nmCholesterol0.5 mg/mLUV--vis spectrometer\[[@bib158]\]AptasensorHydrogel200--300 nmBacteria100 CFU/mLRapid and sensitive detection for hematological infections\[[@bib156]\]OpticalTiO~2~\
Or SiO2223--273 nmEthanolNot mentionedBeing useful for detecting the ethanol\[[@bib160]\]OpticalSiO~2~IO- capillaries260 nmCreatinine0.9 mg/dL.Making nanostructured capillary tubes for SERS analysis in a flow-through fashion.\[[@bib87]\][^2]Fig. 9a) Illustration of magnetic IOH fabrication steps with aptamer probes for the bacteria detection b) schematic fabrication of GNPs incorporated capillary IOs for SERS in creatinine biosensor c) the preparation of rod shape of CIOs for cholesterol detection. Copyright 2018, Elsevier. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib159]\]. Copyright 2015, Elsevier. Reproduced from Refs. \[[@bib87]\]. Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons. Reproduced from Ref. \[[@bib158]\]. GNPs: gold nanoparticles, IOH: Invers opal hydrogel, IOs: Invers opals, SERS: Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, CIOs: Carbon inverse opals. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 9

In the work by Zhao et al. the creatinine was detected in artificial urine samples with LOD of 0.9 mg/dL using IOs nanostructured capillary tubes in the combination of enhanced surface Raman of GNPs \[[@bib157]\]. For this purpose, the mixture of PS and SiO~2~ nanopheres were infiltrated by self-assembly into the capillaries, after calcination, the capillary-IOs structures were fabricated. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}b illustrates the capillary-IOs fabrication steps. The GNPs were synthesized in situ in the nano-holes of the capillary-IOs for the functionalization of capillary-IOs at SERS analysis \[[@bib157]\]. The cholesterol concentration which is related to coronary heart disease was detected by a nonenzymatic CIOs based biosensor \[[@bib158]\]. The usual range of total cholesterol in human serum blood is 1.3--2.6 mg/mL and developed CIOs biosensor can detect 0.5 mg/mL cholesterol in several minutes. The rod shape of CIOs was prepared by self-assembly of SiO~2~ nano-spheres in the capillary using the solvent evaporation method and dipping the PC-capillary in carbon precursor solution contains ethanol, sucrose, water, and H~2~SO~4~ ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}c). After immersing rod shape of CIOs in the cholesterol samples, the shifts in reflection peak of CIOs showed high linear relation with cholesterol ranges \[[@bib158]\].

TiO~2~ IOs were used for sensitive detection of H~2~O~2~ (70.04 μA/mM) using immobilization HRP on the electrode surface \[[@bib80]\]. in photo-enhanced TiO~2~ IOs biosensors, the highly 3D ordered, macroporous and nanometer-scale organizations can lead to the excellent photovoltaic effect and performance \[[@bib80]\].

Generally, alcohol meter was applied for detection of the ethanol concentration in the distilled liquors which are based on the shift in the refractive index the samples containing alcohol. Also, SPR based biosensors can evaluate the ethanol concentration exactly but its device and operation procedure is high expensive and complicated \[[@bib161]\]. These limitations have led researchers to develop simple, inexpensive, and high-sensitivity biosensors. Recently, SiO~2~ and TiO~2~ IO biosensors have been fabricated as the optical or chemical biosensors to sense the different amounts of ethanol using the monitoring of peak positions shift in the reflectance spectra \[[@bib1],[@bib160]\]. The obtained results showed that the 3D nanoporous of TiO~2~ IO films have the perfect optical properties and higher sensitivity in comparison with SiO~2~ IO biosensors for quantitative detection of the ethanol concentration which reaches to 10% difference (*v/v*0). Hu et al. developed an ultrasensitive imprinted photonic polymer biosensor with IOs structures for label-free detection of theophylline with LOD of 0.1 fM \[[@bib162]\]. In this study, the SiO~2~ colloidal crystal was used for PC template and theophylline was applied as template molecules for the molecular-imprinting method.

Having the perfect optical properties and higher sensitivity in TiO~2~ for detection of biomolecules are related to the higher refractive index and good hydrophilic surface of the developed TiO~2~ IOs optical biosensors. Also, developing IOs biosensors for biomolecules detection can be supported the in vitro bio-transformations for different types of enzymatic reaction studies. Mainly, for macromolecular substrates, this porous IOs biocatalyst structures can reduce mass transfer resistance significantly. Moreover, the macro-pore size and morphology of enzyme-based IOs can be easily controlled by the size of polymer microspheres in colloidal PC templates.

5. Advantages of IOs biosensors {#sec5}
===============================

Numerous optical approaches has been used for detection biomarkers including SPR, LSPR, waveguide structures, and fluorescence transfer \[[@bib163], [@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib166]\]. The advent of novel biosensor-based technologies like optic-based sensing methods contributes to a precise diagnosis. Among the different types of optical systems, PCs have attracted considerable attention because of their unique optical features \[[@bib167]\]. Due to the size controlling of the colloidal crystal microsphere in the template, this methodology was introduced as a feasible and significant IOs synthesis in the numerous related laboratory. The periodicity, size and refractive index of PCs are responsible for the specific optical properties of PCs structures which is controllable by nano-imprint lithography (NIL) technology used for fabrication of IOs biosensors \[[@bib168],[@bib169]\].

Common techniques for detection of biomarkers like ELISA or PCR which are less flexible, tedious/laborious assay, and expensive method with an inadequate range of sensitivity for detection of biological markers \[[@bib170]\]. Among them, label-free detection systems acts in their natural forms and are based on the probe of binding-induced refractive index changes. For the biosensor uses, the IOs platforms displayed some distinct advantages. One was the unique light guiding system of the IOs arrays, which ensured a strong light-matter interaction. The other is related to the strictly packed sphere-shaped air holes arranged in a cubic-closest-packed lattice of IOs structures. These nano-holes which are able to save nano volume of fluidic biological samples can act as a simple fluidic channel to inject the substances during sensing process. An important advantage of biological fluid filled in IOs structures is its ability for sensitive label-free detection. In IOs based biosensors, simple and energy-efficient production method with high amount of sensitivity make them attractive systems for optical sensing uses. For example, in preparation sol-gel process of silica IOs structures infiltration of the initial direct opal template was done in low temperature which led to produce the high-quality periodic arrays of silica. High thermal and chemical strength of silica glass allows performance of optical detection in an extensive temperature range with different fluidic environments \[[@bib12]\].

Compared with other optical biosensors like SPR based bioassays, the IOs structures show the higher environmental sensitivity. Finally, designing the IO biosensors with various filling materials like TiO~2~, ZnO, SiO~2~ and hydrogel polymers due to having the large surface area of nano-pores with the 3D nanostructure compared with current optical based biosensors, enables them to mix with microfluidics and lab-on-a chip tools to develop the sensor for POCT sensing applications. In addition, numerous sensing approaches can be applied via the various surface modification methods for detection of biological markers. Also, the nano-to femto-molar limit of detection using IO based biosensors can be more employed for the detection of various biomarkers.

6. Conclusions and future perspectives {#sec6}
======================================

This review presents some recent advances that focus on the IOs structures and their applications as optical biosensors. The novel, facile, sensitive, and label-free bio-sensing systems with quick responses are essential for POCT and health-related sensing devices. Remarkable developments in the synthesis of IOs based biosensors have been achieved in recent years, suggesting their potential as an optical clinical diagnostic tool. IOs structures provided by several kinds of material including TiO~2~, ZnO, polymeric hydrogel, SiO~2~ or metallic NPs have an ideal opportunity for the development of versatile biosensor platforms with superior characteristics. The label-free detection of IO-based biosensors and its high surface-to-volume ratio, which is related to the nano and microporous IOs structures, along with simple and available optical diagnostic devices, definitely in the future they will become more compact and efficient bio-sensing tools in the POCT systems and health service market.
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[^1]: NW: nanowire; IOH: invers opal hydrogel, MIP: molecularly imprinted polymer, EG-FET: extended-gate field-effect transistor; PFU: plaque forming unit, AFP: alpha-fetoprotein, GNPs: Gold nanoparticles, QDs: Quantum Dots; SARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome; HIV: human immunodeficiency virus; SERS: Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy. IOs: Inverse opals, IgG: Immunoglobulin G, HSA: Human serum albumin, ELISA: enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, H1N1: influenza virus.

[^2]: NW: nanowire; SERS: Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy. IOs: Inverse opals, CIORs: carbon inverse opal rods, CFU: colony-forming unit.
